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(Received 26 May 1994; accepted for publication 4 October 1994) 
A method to obtain the Schlesinger transformations for Painlevi VI equation is 
given. The procedure involves formulating a Riemann-Hilbert problem for a trans- 
formation matrix which transforms the solution of the linear problem but leaves the 
associated monodromy data the same. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
At the beginning of this century Painlevd’~2 and his school3 classified the equations of the 
form y”=F(y’,y,z), where F is rational in y’, algebraic in y, and locally analytic in z, which 
have the Painlevd property, i.e., their solutions are free from movable critical points. Among fifty 
such equations, the six Painleve equations are the most well-known nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations (ODE’s), since they are irreducible and do not have the solutions in terms of the known 
functions. Besides the Painlevd property, these six Painleve equations, PI-PVI, have mathematical 
and physical significance. Their mathematical importance originates from (a) They can be consid- 
ered as the isomonodromic conditions for suitable linear system of ODE’s with rational coeffi- 
cients possessing both regular and irregular singular points.4-7 (b) They can be obtained as the 
similarity reduction of the nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE’s) solvable by the inverse 
scattering transform (IST).* For example, PI and PI1 can be obtained from the exact similarity 
reduction of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. (c) For certain choice of parameters, PII- 
PVI admit a one parameter family of solutions which are either rational or can be expressed in 
terms of the classical transcendental functions. For example, PVI admit a one parameter family of 
solutions in terms of hypergeometric functions.“” (d) There are transformations associated with 
PII-PVI, these transformations map the solutions of a given Painlevi equation to the solution of 
the same equation but with different values of parameters,‘0-‘3 (e) PI-PV can be obtained from 
PVI by the process of contraction.’ In a similar way, it is possible to obtain the associated 
transformations for PII-PIV from the transformation for PV. More over the initial value problem 
of the Painlevd equations (PI-PV) can be studied using the inverse monodromy problem @MT) 
which is the extension of the inverse spectral method to ODE’S.‘~-‘~ 
Here, we present a method to obtain the Schlesinger transformations for PVI. The same 
method was used to obtain the Schlesinger transformations for PII-PV in Ref. 18. These trans- 
formations lead to a new class of relations between the solutions of PVI when its parameters are 
changed. First non trivial transformation among the solutions of PVI was given by Fokas and 
Yortso~,‘~ Fokas and Ablowitz.” This transformation has been obtained from the relation between 
PVI and a special equation which is second order and second degree possessing Painlevd property. 
Another type of transformation which can be considered as an analog of the quadratic transfor- 
mations for hypergeometric functions was given by Kitaev.20 However, the latter type of transfor- 
mation is possible for only a special choice of the parameters of PVI. 
Let y(t) be the solution of PVI with the parameters a#, y,y,6 (or 19,) eo, 0, , 0,). The associated 
monodromy problem for PVI is dYldz=AY where z plays the role of spectral parameter. The 
analytic structure of Y(z) in the complex z plane can be specified by the so-called monodromy 
data (MD). If we denotey, Y, andy’, Y’ for Bi, BI, i=O,l,t, ~0, respectively, it is possible to find 
appropriate transformations of 8i such that the MD are invariant. Then Y’(z) =R(z) Y(z), and the 
Schlesinger transformation matrix R(z), can be found in closed form, by solving a certain 
Riemann-Hilbert (RH) problem. The transformation matrix R(z) leads to a new class of the 
transformations among the solutions of PVI. 
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II. THE SIXTH PAINLEVi EQUATION 
The sixth Painlev6 equation, 
can be obtained as the compatibility condition of the following linear system of equations:7 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
where 
A(z)=++++ 
uo+ 00 - wouo u1+4 
Ao= 
wo ‘(uo+ 00) 
(2.3) 
-u0 w;*(ul+e,) 
4+ 6 - WtUt 1 
A,= wt-l(ut+et) ’ -Ut B(z)=-At ze 
Setting 
then 
K,-K2=6,, 
wouo WlUl wtut a,2(z)= - z- -- -= k(z-y) 
z-l z-t z(z-l>(z-t)’ 
uo+ e. u=alI(y)= y+ u1+4 utf et -+- 
y-1 y-t ’ 
e. 6 6 ii= -az2(y)=u- --j-- y-l- y-t 
wouo+w*u*+wtut=o, 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.4~) 
(2.4d) 
(2.4e) 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
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(25) 
(2Sd) 
(2Se) 
which are solved as 
ky 
wo=& 
WY- 1) k(y-t) 
0 w’= - u*(t- 1)’ Wt=t(t- l)U,) 
uo=$ {y(y- 1)(y-t)U2+Ce~(y-t)+te,(y- l)-24y- l)(y-t)-j 
co 
Xu+K~(Y-t-l)-K2(81+te,)}, 
(2.6) 
ul=- c,cT,‘e, {y(y-l)(Y-t)u2+[(e,+e~)(Y-t)+te,(Y-1)-2K2(Y-l)(Y-~>l 
xi-k K&f)- K2( &+to,)- KIK2}, 
The equation Y,,= Yt, implies 
dy Y(Y-WY--~) 
dt= 
-- - 
t(t- 1) 
(2.7a) 
du 
-=~{~-3y2+2~~+~)y-~]u2+[(2y-l-f)eo+(2y-t)e,+(2y-l)(B,-l~]~ 
dt 
-KI(%+~)}, (2.7b) 
1 dk 
k;if=uk-1) &. (2.7~) 
Thus y satisfies the sixth Painlevd equation (2.1), with the parameters 
a=$(em-i)2, p=-&e$ y= $e:, s=t(i-8;). (2.8) 
III. DIRECT PROBLEM 
The essence of the direct problem is to establish the analytic structure of Y with respect to z, 
in the entire complex z plane. Since JZq. (2.2a) is a linear ODE in z, therefore the analytic structure 
is completely determined by its singular points. Equation (2.2a) has regular singular points at 
z=O,l,r,m. 
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A. Solution about z=O 
It is well known that if the coefficient matrix of the linear ODE has an isolated singularity at 
z=O, then the solution in the neighborhood of z = 0 can be obtained via a convergent power 
series. In this particular case the solution Ye(z) =(Y&1’(z),Y$,2)(z)), for do # n, n EZ has the form 
Ye(z)= ~o(z)zDO=Go(Z+ Yolz+ Yo2z2+~**)zo? (3.1) 
where 
f 1 
‘+o= 
I [ 
r u,+e,- t Tdr’ 1 
and Yol satisfies the following equation: 
Yo~+[yo~, Do]=-Go -'(A,Go-T). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
If eo= n, n EZ then the solution Ye(z) may or may not have the log z term. 
The monodromy matrix about z=O is given as 
Yo(zeziT) = Yo(z)e2i?rD0. (3.4) 
B. Solution about z= 1 
The solution Y t(z) =(Y\“(z), Y\2)(z)), of Eqs. (2.2) in the neighborhood of the regular sin- 
gularpointz=l for t9t # n,n~Zhastheform 
Y,(z)=&(z)(z- l)Di=G1(Z+Y,,(z- l)+Y,,(z- 1)2+...)(z- l)Dl, (3.5) 
where 
G,=( ri zl;,:“:,), det G1=l, DI=(: i), 
k, =,(le”l(‘), Z1=fleeol(‘), k”t,1”t=const, 
f 1 
(T1= I [ t’-l 4+4- Tdtf 1 
and Y I I satisfies the following equation: 
If 8, =n, n EZ, the solution Y t(z) may or may not contain the log(z - 1) term. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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The monodromy matrix about z= 1 is given as 
(3.8) 
C. Solution about z= f 
The solution Y,(~>=(Yj')(z),Yj~)(z)), of Eqs. (2.2) in the neighborhood of the regular sin- 
gular Point Z= I for or f n, n EZ [if 8,= n, n EZ the solution Y,(z) may or may not have the 
log(z - t) term] has the form 
Y~(z)=~,(z)(z-t)D’=G,(Z+Y,,(z-t)+Y,2(z-t)2+~~~)(z-t)D~, (3.9) 
where 
G,= det G,= 1, D,= 
kr=~,eur(‘), I,= Lte-ut(‘), &, ,I;= const, 
f 1 
11 i 
wouo 1 
(Tt= r uo+eo-- 
1 ( 
f- 
t WC t’-1 
u,+ el- 
Y dt’ 11 
and Y, I satisfies the following equation: 
The monodromy matrix 
D. Solution about z=m 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Ytl+[Ytl, Dt]=G,’ 2. 
about z = t is given as 
Yt(zeziT)= Yr(z)ezirrD~. 
The solution Y,(z)=(Y~)(z),Y~)(z)), of Eqs. (2.2) in the neighborhood of the regular sin- 
gular point z = ~0 for 0, # n, n EZ (if 8,= n, n E Z, the solution may or may not have the 
log( l/z) term) has the form 
1 Dcc 
Y,(z) = kiz) ; 0 ( = z+Y,l ~+Ym2(~)2+...)(3Dm, 
where 
D,= 
K~=Uo+U~+Ut, K1-K2=&, K1+K2=-(~of611+ot) 
and Y,, satisfies the following equation: 
Y,I+[Y,I, Dml=-(A~ftAr). 
The monodromy matrix about z = 03 is given as 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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E. Monodromy data 
(3.16) 
The relations between the Y,(z) and Yi(z), i = 0, 1, I are given by the connection matrices Ei 
Y,(Z)= Yi(z)Ei p Ei= det Ej= 1, i=O,l,t. (3.17) 
‘Ihe monodromy data MD ={ po, vu, &,Bo, CL 1, ~1~51, ??I , A, VI 1 &, 77r) satisfy the consistency 
condition 
(E; le2ilrDo~o)(~;le2’“D~~l)~e-2’~~~) (3.18) 
in particular 
IV. SCHLESINGER TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let R(z) be the transformation matrix which transforms the solution of the linear problem 
(2.2) as 
Y’(z) =R(z) Y(z) (4.1) 
but leaves the monodromy data associated with Y(z) the same. Let U; , WI , 0; = ei + hi be the 
transformed quantities of Ui , Wi , ei, i = 0, 1, t, ~0. The consistency condition of the monodromy 
data (3.18) or (3.19) is invariant under the transformation if X,+X,=k, Xl-X,=Z, Xm+ht=mr 
A, - A,= n, where k,Z,m,n are either odd or even integers. It is enough to consider the following 
three cases: 
Let the complex z plane be divided into two sectors S’ by an infinite contour C passing 
through the points z = 0, 1, t and let 
R(z)=R’(z), when z in S’. (4.3) 
Then the transformation (4.1) can be written as 
[Y’(z)]‘=R’(z)Y’(z), when z in S’, (4.4) 
and the monodromy matrices (3.4), (3.8), (3.12), and (3.16) about z=O, 1, t, 00 imply that the 
transformation matrix R(z) satisfies the following RH problem: 
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b: 
I 
R+(z)=R-(z), on C; 
R+(z)=R-(ze2jr), on CT, (4.5) 
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*i 
R+(z)=R-(z), on C, 
a. 
R+(z)=R-(ze2’*) on 9 c,+ I 
R+(z)=R-(z), on CL 
c: 
i R+(z)=R-(ze2i”“), on C+ I 9 
where Ci are parts of the contour C joined at the point z = 0, 1, t respectively. The boundary 
conditions for the RH problems are as follows: 
R+(z)- &z)z*OP(of(z), as z + 0, z in S+ 
R+(z)-P;(z)?;‘(z), as z + 1, z in S+ 
R+(z)-f:(z)?;‘(z), as z -+ I, z in S+ , (4.6) 
b 
R+(z)--:(z) i x”P,l(z), 0 as IzI + m, z in S+ 
R+(z)-fife;, as z + 0, z in s+ 
R+(z)-Pf(z)(z-l)*lP;‘(z), as z t 1, z in S+ 
R+(z)--f:(z)?;‘(z), as z + t, z in Sf , 
1 x1 
R+(z)-- P:(z) ; 
0 
i$‘(z), as IzI -+ OrJ, z in S+ 
I 
R+(z)-fA(z)f(,i(z), as z + 0, z in S+ 
R+(z)-fi(z)P;‘(z), as z -t 1, z in S+ 
(4.7) 
c. R+(z)-f:(z)(z--t)*‘?;‘(z), as z + r, z in S+, 
1 x, 
R+(z)--?;(z) ; 
0 
Pi’(z), as IzI -+ w, z in S+ 
(4.8) 
where 
Ai=( “,i :j, Ii=(i(hm(.j-Ai’ -g:+AiJ), i=O,l,t. (4.9) 
For each case a, b, and c there exists a function R(z) which is analytic everywhere and the 
boundary conditions (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) specify R(z) for each case, respectively. 
All possible Schlesinger transformations admitted by the linear problem (2.2) may be gener- 
ated by the following transformation matrices R,,,(z), k = 1,2,3,. . . ,12 : 
i 
e; = 8, 
e; = 8, 4l)ts)=(: ;)z+( -:, ;;$ 
e:=e,+i, 
(4.10) 
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i 
e;= eo- 1 uo+ e. - e; = -r2 8, 1 0 uowo r2 1 
e; = 8, R(,)(z)= o o + 
( 
uo+ e. 
-9 
z -- e:= em- 1, 
)i 
1 uowo 
1 
I 
e;= e,- 1 1 uowo -- 
e; = 8, 0 0 uo+ do 
e; = et R(,)(z)= 
( )i 
0 1 + 
uowo 
e:=e,+i, -rl - rl uo+ e. 
i 
e;= e,+ 1 
e; = 8, 1 0 
e; = 8, R(,)(z)= o o zf i 1 
e:=e,-1, 
r2 - - 12 
wo l 1 1 -- 1 wo 
( e;=eo 
i 
e; = 8, + 1 
e; = 8, Rdz~=(~ Jtz-o+( -;, ;;I 
e:= e,+ 1, 
e;= e. 
e; = 8, - 1 
e; = et 
e:=e,-1, 
i 
e;= e, 
e; = e, - 1 
e; = et 
e:=e,+i, 
1 
-7 
Z 
(4.13) 
ul+el 
uowo 
r2 
ul+el -- 
UlWI 
- r2 1 
1 
I- 
z-l’ 
UlWl -- 
u,+ 0, 
Ul WI 
- rl 
ul+4 
1291 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
1 
z-l’ 
i 
e;= e. 
e;=e,+i 
e; = 8, R(8)0)=(; :)tz-o+( -; -j, 
WI L. e;=e,-1, 
( eI,=eo 
1 
e; = 8, 
e;=e,+i R,,,(z)=(: ;)w+( -:, :;; 
( e:=e,+i, 
( e;=eo 
i 
e; = 8, 1 0 
e;=e,-i q,,)(z)= 0 0 + 
e:=e,-1, ( )i 
~,+e, 
- r2 - r2 
utwr 
4+ 4 -- 1 
/ utwr 
1 
z-t’ 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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’ e;=eo 
e; = 8, 
8:=8,-i 
. e;=e,+i, 
0 0 
( )i 
1 
R(ll)(z)= 0 1 + 
-f-l 
utwt -- 
u,+ 4 
utwt 
u,+ et r1 
(4.20) 
I 
e;= e. 
e; = 8, 1 0 
e;=e,+i q,,)(z)= o o (z-t)+ ( i 
where 
9 (4.21) 
1 4+4 u,+ 4 
‘1=-l+ i 
- - 
WI + w, t ’ i 
l ( Q=n WlU, ftwtut) (4.22) 
and ui, Wi, i=O,l,t are given in ECq. (2.6). The transformation matrices R&), k=1,2,...,12 
are sufficient to obtain the transformation matrix R(z) which shifts the exponents e,, 01, Or, 0, to 
f3;, 0; , 0: , t9: with any integer differences. If 
Y’(Z,W(, Pi ,u ;,~;,~;,~;,el,,e,,e; ,e~)=Rcjj(z,t;uo ,..., B,)Y(z,t;uo ,..., 0,) 
(4.23) 
and 
Y”(Z,t;u[ ,u’; ,u;, WI;,WI;,w:‘,e;;,8;1,e:,8’~)=R~k)(Z,t;u;) ,..., e:)Y(2,t;u; ,..., e:) 
(4.24) 
Rck)(z,t;u~(uO ,..., Bm),...)R(j)(z,t;UO,...,em)=Z (4.25) 
fork=j+l, j=1,3,5,7,9,11. 
Also, R~3)(~)R~g)(~)=R~3,6)(~) shifts the exponents as #, = B,, - 1, 0; = 8, + 1, 
0: = 4, 0: = e,, ~,)(z)R(,)(z)=R C4,8)(z) shifts the exponents as, 8; = OO + 1, 8; 
= 8, - 1, e: = et, e; = em, and R(,,(~)R~,,(~)=R C1,7)(z) shifts the exponents as, e; 
= e, + 1, e; = e1 + 1, e: = et, e; = e,. The explicit forms 0f z+,,,), R(,,,), and R(,,,) are 
e;= e,- I 
e;=e,+l 1 -wlbo+~o) 
e; = et R(3,6)(z) =I+ wl(uo+ eo)-uo~, -ho+ 0,) 
e:=e,, 
(4.26) 
e;= eo+ i 
e; = 8, - i 1 -wo(ul+4) ~~~~~~ 1 
e; = et ~(,,S)(Z) =I+ woh+ ehlw, -(u,+a Ul Wl i- z-l’ 
. e:=e,, 
(4.27) 
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e;= eo+ i 
e; = 8, + 1 1 -w1 WI wo 
e; = et R(l,,)(z)=zz+ - WI--wo \ -1 w(J . (4.28) 
e;=e,, 
V. TRANSFORMATIONS FOR PVI 
The linear equation (2.2a) is transformed under the Schlesinger transformations defined by the 
transformation matrices R,,,(z), k = 1,2,. . . , 12 as follows: 
fg=A’(z)Y, 
eR(W Rck,(z)A(z) + x 1 $i;(Z). 
(5.la) 
Equation (5.lb) gives the relation between Ui, wi and the transformed quantities ui , wl , 
i = 0, 1 , t. From these relations the transformation between the solution y(t) for the parameters 
a$,y,S and the solution y’(t) for the parameters cr’,p’,y’,s of PVI can be obtained using Eq. 
(2.5e) 
t&w;, 
y’= k’. (5.2) 
The transformations between the solutions of PVI obtained via the Schlesinger transformation 
matrices Rk(z), k= 1,2 ,..., 12 may be listed as follows: 
k’= - emwo, (5.3) 
a’= $(2a)‘/2+ 112, p’=-2(-2p)“2+1]2, y’= y, S’=S. 
R(2)(Z): u&A=(eo- l)r2+ ulwl 
[ i 
??-$S)($-$) 
UtWr u,+ 4 +- t ( ,,-$yz-;)]& 
k’=(t-l)uIwl+ e,+t(80-81-1)+2(t-l)u,wl 
cY’=&2a)“2-1]2, p’=-~[(-2p)‘/2-1]2, Y’ = y, 6’ = s. 
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k’=-0, llowo 
uo+ eo’ (5.5) 
a’= $(2a)“2f 112, p’=-g(-2/?)“2-1]2, y’=y, a’=& 
R(,)(z): 
eo+et+~+(eo+e,+~)t+2~(wo-wt)+2t~(~o-W,) r2-8,--&r:. 1 
(5.6) 
a’= 3(2a)l’2- 112, p’=-3(-2p)“2+1]2, y’=y, S’=S. 
R(s)(z): 
k’=-e,w,, (5.7) 
a’= $(24*‘2+ l-f, pr=p, y’= g-(2 yp+ 132, S’= 6. 
&6)(Z): UAW;= -2dowo-[ eo-2uowo( s- +-)]r2+uow0 
a’ = g(24”2- 112, pr=p, y’=S(2y)“2-112, S’=S. 
R(7)(Z): u;w;= 
k’=-6, lllwl 
ul+el’ (5.9) 
a’= g(2a)“2+ l-y, p=p, y’=3-(2y)“2- 112, #=S. 
Q(z): u;w;= -uow()- [t30-2uo($-l)lr2+(~-~)($-l)r$, 
e,+i-t(e,+e,+1)+2t~, (5.10) 
a’= $(2a)“2- 112, pr=p, y’=3(2y)% 112, S’=S. 
q,)(z): 
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k’=-e,wt, (5.11) 
ar=~(2n)“2+1]2, pr=p, y'=y, JY=~-~(l-2~)“2+1]2. 
(5.12) 
cx’= ~(24”2- 112, p=p, y’= y, s’=;-~(1-28)“2-1]2. 
1 1 
utwt 
1 
&,1,(z): uAwli=T ut+ e (2uo+ e,) - - 
( 1 
2fL~ , 
t w. 4+4 2(240+eo)-uo~o 1 
k’=-8, u,w, 
ut+ et’ 
crr=~(2a)“2+1]2, pr=p, y'= y, s’=~-~(1-28)*‘2-1]2, 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
a’=&2a)“2-112, pr=p, y'= y, ~‘+-~(1-2~)‘/2+1]2, 
where Ui, wi, i= 0,l ,t and rl , r2 are given in the Eqs. (2.6) and (4.22), respectively. 
It is well known9*10 that PVI admit one parameter family of solutions characterized by the 
Riccati type equation which can be reduced to hypergeometric equation via a suitable transforma- 
tion. It is possible to obtain the Riccati type equation associated with PVI from all transformations 
(5.3) and (5.14). For example, the transformation between the solutions y and y ’ of PVI for the 
parameters n&y,8 and LY’, p’, y’, 8, respectively, obtained from RC9)(z) [Eq. (5.11)], for 
u. # 0, ut + 0 is as follows: 
Y-t 
y’= e,(t- iJut [tY-l)~-K2I[Y(Y-1)~-K2Y+eml; 
. 
CY’= ~(2a)“2+ 112, p=p, y’= y, S’= f- 8( l-2S)“Zf 112, 
(5.15) 
where U and ~~ are given in Eq. (2.4e) and (2.4b), respectively. The transformation (5.15) breaks 
down iff ut= 0, then one should also require that U= 0 and K~=O. Hence, setting U= 0 in Eq. 
(2.4e) and using Eq. (2.7a) gives 
(5.16) 
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and 
e,+ 8, + et+ e,=o. (5.17) 
Equation (5.16) can be transformed to a hypergeometric equation; if 
t(t- 1) dvldt 
Y’8,-17 (5.18) 
then v(t) satisfies a certain hypergeometric equation. It should be noted that, this is not the only 
choice to obtain the Riccati type equation which gives the one parameter family of solutions of 
PVI. Since, if one removes both restrictions u. # 0, ut # 0, then Eq. (2.5b) implies either u r = 0 
or w,=O. If u,=O one obtains Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17). When w,=O, one should require 
u r + 8t = 0 [see A, in Eq. (2.3)]. Thus substituting uo= u,= w r = 0 and u, + 8, = 0 in Eqs. (2.4e), 
(2.7e), and (2.5a) yields 
(5.19) 
and 
e,+ et+ e,- e,=o. (5.20) 
If one removes the restriction on u. only, i.e., u a=O, ut # 0, then Eqs. (2.5d) and (2.5e) imply 
that either u,=O or w,=O. For the case of u,=u,=O, ut # 0, Eq. (2.5b) implies w,=O; then 
one should require u,+ et= 0 or from Eq. (2.5a) K~+ 8,= 0. Hence, by using these in Eqs. (2.4d), 
(2.7), and (24e), one gets 
(5.21) 
and 
e,+ e,+ e,- e,=o. 
When u~=w~=w,=O, u,+ el=O, u,+ et=0 one obtains 
(5.22) 
t(t-1) ~=~~-e~)y2-[eo-et+1+(eo-e,)t]~+eot 
and 
Similarly, for u. # 0, u,=O 
eo- 8, - et+ e,=o. 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
t(t-1) $=(I-em)y2-[e,-eo+b(eo-e,)t]y-cot, 
(5.25) 
8, + et+ em- eo=o, 
which follows from ul=~,=wO=O, ~~+f3~=0, and 
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+-l) ~=~~-e,)y2-~et-eo+l-~eo+el)flY-~ot~ 
e,+ e,- et- e,=o, 
(5.26) 
which follows from uO=u,=wl=O, ul+8r=0. 
One can obtain infinite hierarchies of elementary solutions of PVI by using the transforma- 
tions (5.3) and (5.14). But it should be noticed that one should start with the solution y(t) of PVI 
for the parameters a$, yJ (0, , Bo, et, 0,) such that ej, j= 0,l ,t,w should not satisfy certain 
conditions under which PVI can be reduced to a Riccati type equation, since, under these restric- 
tions on ej, j = 0, 1, t,cxJ the transformations break down. One can avoid these restrictions, first by 
using the Lie-point discrete symmetries 
Y’(t;y’,/3’,Y’,s’~=tY( f:a,P,YJ). 
(5.27) 
a’=(& p=p, y’=-a++, g-y+;, 
y’(t;n’,p’,y’,S’)=l-Y(~-t;~,P,Y,Y,~), 
(5.28) 
(y’=(y, p/z-y, y’=-p, a’=& 
1 
y’(t;a’$‘,y’,S’)=l-(I-t)y l-tW,P’YJ 7 
1 
(5.29) 
a’=(& p+j-+, y'=-p, a'=-y+g 
or the transformation given in Ref. 10 to obtain the new solution and then use the transformations 
(5.3) and (5.14). For example, if one starts with the solution” 
y(t)= 
t(ct2-2ct+c- 1) 
2ct3-3ct2+c- 1 ’ c 
is an arbitrary constant, 
a=p, p-i, y=12, s+ 
(5.30) 
then the transformation (5.11) yields 
r’(t)= 
t(cP-3ct2+3ct-3t-CS 1) 
2(ct4-2ct3+2ct-2t-c+ 1)’ 
(5.3 1) 
(y’=8, p’=-$, y’=f, 8’=0. 
Using (5.31) in transformation (5.11) gives 
y”(t) = 
t(ct4-4ct3+6ct2-6t2-4ct+4t- 1) 
2ct5-5ct4+ 10ct2- 10t2- lOcr+ lOt+3c-3 ; 
(5.32) 
($‘=2& p-f, f’+, a’=-g. 
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It can be verified that y ‘(t) and y”(t) satisfy PVI. Hence, one can generate infinitely many distinct 
exact solutions of PVI by using the transformations (5.3) and (5.14). Also, it should be noticed that 
the consecutive application of the transformations generated by R(k) and RcjJ, k= j+ 1, 
j= 1,3,5,7,9,11 yields the identity. 
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